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[57] ABSTRACT 
Transparencies or overlay sheets releasably bound in 
some manner for storage can be withdrawn in any de 
sired number of units from the storage binder and re 
leasably anchored, prior to withdrawal, in a frame for 
projection. Whether the transparencies are bound for 
storage or projection or both, their ?exibility makes it 
conveniently possible to limit the binding to a portion 
of the length of each sheet whereby the display por 
tions of the sheets may be interchanged in order by 
?exibly manipulating the display portions past each 
other without disconnecting them from the binder. 
Any bindings may be used for this feature. For exam 
ple, it may be incorporated in a textbook, as well as in 
projection apparatus. Conventional rings are used in 
the transfer arrangement but ?exible tapes may also 
serve as hinges, a single tape performing both func 
tions for a plurality of transparencies. 

6 Claims, 17 Drawing Figures 
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ACCESSORY STORAGE AND PROJECTION 
APPARATUS FOR VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS 

This application is a continuation‘in-part of my co 
pending application Ser. No. 77,570 ?led Oct. 2, 1970 
now abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

Major problems in the use of overhead projectors 
have involved the handling of transparencies between 
storage files and frames on which they may be manipu 
lated for projection, it being desirable to hold the trans 
parencies securely for storage, transfer, and projecting. 
Also, major problems have involved the ability of the 
teacher or other user to interchange the order of trans 
parencies at will without releasing them from secure 
anchorage in the book or frame. All problems in this 
regard have been solved in the instant device by an in 
vention summarized as follows. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

When only the interchange of order of the ?lms or 
sheets is involved, the hinging thereof can be perma~ 
nently achieved in any desired manner. even as simply 
as to use a tape of some kind connected to binding tabs, 
such tabs being suf?ciently shorter than the total length 
of the ?lm or sheet so that the anchored portions can 
remain fixed while the display portions thereof are ma 
nipulated past each other at will. 
When the user is concerned with the more complex 

problem of storing transparencies and transferring 
them in whole or in part to or from a frame on which 
they are bound prior to release from the storage book, 
or prior to renewed storage, and on which the display 
portions of the transparencies can still be manipulated 
past each other for presentation in any desired se 
quence. it is desirable to have a specific relationship be 
tween the storage book binder and frame binder. the 
latter being unique in this field to permit it to be intro‘ 
duced between transparencies of the storage binder 
preliminary to engaging certain of said transparencies 
independently of others and preliminary to their re 
lease from the storage binder. 
For storage the whole length of one side of the film 

may be bound. For projection of the whole length of 
one side of the ?lms, the opposite sides of respective 
?lms will be bound. In the case of the aforesaid tabbed 
?lms only the tabs which are connected in offset posi 
tions to the opposite side of respective films will be 
bound, and this is a primary feature of my invention. 
Other features of the invention will be more apparent 

on the basis of the following detailed description 
thereof. 

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

FIG. I is a view in perspective of a storage binder and 
associated projection binder for transparencies. 
FIG. 2 is a view in perspective of a projection frame 

speci?cally devised for use and interaction with the 
storage binder of FIG. 1. 
FIG. 3 is a view taken in section on the line 3-—3 of 

FIG. 2. 
FIG. 4 is a view in perspective showing a modified 

type of projection frame and a slightly modi?ed trans 
parency for use therewith. 

FIG. 5 is a fragmentary detail view in perspective 
showing a projection binder in place beneath some of 
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2 
the transparencies in a storage binder, the rings of 
which are shown in opposition. 
FIG. 6 shows in perspective portions of an overhead 

projection light stage or table and the projection binder 
in place thereon with one transparency registering with 
the stage and the other transparencies hinged to inac 
tive positions. 

FIG. 7 is a view similar to FIG. 5 fragmentarily show 
ing the storage book or binder and the projection frame 
reassociated for return of the transparencies to the 
book after projection, the storage binder rings being 
closed and the projection frame rings open. 
FIG. 8 is a view in perspective of a book or frame 

having binder rings on which are mounted transparen 
cies or other sheets with axially off-set tabs permitting 
display areas to be manipulated past each other for in 
terchange of order. 

FIG. 9 is a detail view in perspective showing how the 
display areas of sheets can be manipulated past each 
other without removing them from their common bind 
ing. 
FIG. 10 is a view in perspective suggesting the use of 

any conventional tape as a means of binding sheets hav 
ing axially off-set tabs. 

FIG. 11 shows in mutually separated positions the 
sheets shown bound in FIG. 10. 

FIG. 12 is a view showing in perspective sheets hav 
ing binding tabs in conventional book format with dis 
play areas subject to manipulation to change their se 

quence. 
FIG. 13 fragmentarily illustrates a bound transpar 

ency having masks mounted therefrom by tape, as in 
FIG. 10, to permit selective registration of their display 
windows with the transparency. 
FIG. 14 is a perspective view of a modified form of 

my device. 
FIG. 15 is a perspective view of the device of FIG. 14 

showing the pages in a different position. 
FIG. 16 is a cross-sectional view on line 16-16 of 

FIG. 14 showing the manner in which the pages are se 

cured. 
FIG. 17 is a view similar to FIG. 16 showing an alter 

nate manner of securing the pages. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

FIG. 1 shows a conventional ring type binder 16 with 
covers which preferably openflat as shown in FIGS. 5 
and 7 and are internally provided with binder rings 18 
which usually are opened and closed with snap action 
to engage the apertures 20 near one margin of a sheet 
22 which may constitute a paper or translucent sheet 
bearing notes for the teacher or may constitute trans 
parencies such as those shown at 24 in FIG. 6 and else 
where. 

If these transparencies comprise display areas 26 
hearing material for overhead projection, they may be 
placed individually, or while bound, on a display frame 
to register with the windowed portion of a stage 28 be 
neath which there is a light source such as the lamp 30 
and over which there is a means 32 and a mirror 34 as 

diagrammatically illustrated in FIG. 6. 
The present invention contemplates that normally 

the transparencies bound in the cover 16 by means of 
the rings 18 will be additionally bound. preliminary to 
projection, along the margin opposite the apertures 20. 
This margin has other apertures 40 to receive the rings 
or arcuate ?ngers 36 of the special binder frame 38 
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which is separately illustrated in FIG. 2. Apertures 40 
are, in practice, closely spaced to correspond in num 
ber and position with the arcuate ?ngers 36. 
As shown in FIG. 2 and FIG. 3, the rings or arcuate 

?ngers 36 are mounted on a carrier strip 46 which is in 
the nature of a rock shaft which may be oscillated by 
means of a manual actuator 48 between the closed po 
sition of FIG. 3 and the open position of FIG. 7. Prefer 
ably guards 50 are provided adjacent the actuator 48 
to prevent accidental manipulation thereof. 
The frame 38 on which the transparencies are bound 

for projection has a central aperture or window at 52 
and it has slots 54 which register with the rings 18 of 
the storage binder. Additionally. there is preferably a 
thumb notch at 56. 
The entire projection frame is preferably bounded by 

a low ?ange 58, portions of which may slope outwardly 
as shown in FIG. 3. These portions tend to urge trans 
parencies into registry with the arcuate binding ?ngers 
36 by pushing them against one or more stops 60 (FIG. - 

3). 
Regardless of how many transparencies may be 

bound in the storage book 16, the operator can insert 
the relatively thin projection frame 38 beneath what 
ever number of transparencies are desired to be lifted 
from the book for projection. Having incorporated the 
projection frame as shown in FIG. 5, the operator will 
?rst close the rings or arcuate ?ngers or other clamps 
36 of the projection frame to engage the transparencies 
above the frame. Then, as shown in FIG. 5, he will open 
the binder rings 18 of the book 16. All the transparen 
cies above the projection frame will now be released 
from the storage book while remaining securely an 
chored to the projection frame, and may be lifted uni 
tarily from the storage binder and successively pro- ~ 
jected on the stage of the overhead projector. Prefera 
bly friction feet 65 on the stage or the projection frame 
provide secure anchorage during projection (FIG. 3). 
Following projection, the several sheets may be re 

stored to their original positions in the storage binder 
by placing the frame 38 on the storage binder and ?rst 
re-engaging the storage binder rings 18 with the trans 
parencies. When the rings 36 of the projector frame are 
released from the re-bound transparencies, the frame 
may be withdrawn but beneath them, its slots 54 clear 
ing the closed rings 18 in the manner already described. 

It is a great advantage in the use of the described pro 
jection frame, and also in other connections, to be able 
to move the display portions of the respective transpar‘ 
ency past each other so that in a given group of trans 
parencies the display portions may be projected in any 
desired order. The manner in which this is accom 
plished is best shown in FIGS. 8 to 12. 
FIG. 9 shows transparencies A, B and C mounted by 

means of tabs. Thus the transparency A has a tab 62 
near its left edge whereas the transparency B has a tab 
64 near its center. Transparency C has a tab 65 at its 
right side. They may be tape mounted, as in FIG. 10, 
or ring mounted, as in FIG. 8. If ring mounted, the sev 
eral tabs have the apertures 20 as above described. In 
that event. these apertures are aligned in groups, each 
of which is limited to the extent of the respective tabs, 
as in FIG. 8. Thus without in any way dismounting the 
respective transparencies from their tape or binder ring 
mountings, it is possible to manipulate the transparen 
cies past each other so that any one of them can be the 
?rst to be exposed for projection on the stage 28, or 
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other viewing. While a variety of transparent materials 
are suf?ciently strong and ?exible to accommodate this 
concept. I have found a polyester ?lm material known 
as “Mylar" to be the most satisfactory for the purpose. 
FIG. 8 shows that this feature need not be limited to 

projection. The sheets 70 and tabs 72 and the sheets 74 
and tabs 76 are all bound upon a single set of rings 78 
in notebook D. Some of the sheets may be transparen 
cies while others may be thin paper or ?lms which are 
opaque so that the teacher’s notes may be printed 
thereon. 

FIG. 10 demonstrates that it is unnecessary to use 
binder rings for this purpose. The several sheets 82, 84 
and 86 have tabs 88, 90 and 92, respectively, all of 
which are anchored by a single piece of adhesive tape 
94 to the book covers 96, the tape being suf?ciently 
?exible to serve as a hinge and the sheets being suffi 
ciently strong and ?exible to be manipulated past each 
other as above described. The sheets are separately il 
lustrated in FIG. 11. 

Instead of having the projection frame windowed and 
completely surrounding the window as shown in FIG. 
2 and FIG. 3., I may use the simplified frame of FIG. 
4 which comprises merely a bar 380 which carries the 
binder rings or ?ngers 360 and the manipulating lever 
480. There being no ?anges such as those shown at 58 
in FIG. 2, it is preferred to maintain registry by provid 
ing the sheet with holes 91 to receive register pins 93 
adjacent the openings 400 designed. to receive the ?n~ 
gers 360. The miniaturized frame 380 may be used to 
receive any desired number of ?lms 94 for removal 
from a storage binder and transferred to the stage of an 
overhead projector as above described. ‘ 
The tabs, or the tapes to which the tabs are con 

nected, may also be bound in any conventional book as 
shown in FIG. 12. Alternatively, the said tapes may be 
attached adhesively to some other ?lm or sheet. This 
has utility, for example._in enabling masks 97, 98, of 
different opening dimensions to be manipulated into 
position on a transparency 240 as shown in FIG. 13, the 
masks having their tabs 880 and 900 held by tape 940 
to the face of transparency 240 which may be free or 
separately bound. 1 ' 

In the device of FIGS. 14 and 15, pages 82, 84 and 
86 are bound in a ?at binder unit 83 by inserting the 
tabs 88, 90, and 92 into slots 85 provided in the binder 
unit 83 for each set of tabs. As in the embodiments of 
FIGS. 8 through 13, each page is bound to the binder 
unit by a binding tab section 88, 90, 92, etc., and each 
binding tab section is spaced in non-overlapping rela 
tionship along a respective margin of the sheet to be 
bound with relation to other binding tab sections on 
other sheets. Because of this structure a page having a 
binding tab section 88 may be interchanged in position 
with an adjacent page having a binding tab section 90 
or a'binding tab section 92 without removing either 
page from the binding 83. 
As shown in FIG. 16 the respective binding tab sec 

tions 88, 80, 92 after entering slots 85 are secured to 
the bottom of binder unit 83 by means of tape 87. As ' 
shown in FIG. 17, the respective pages are secured by 
a rivet 89. Other structures may be substituted for tape 
87 or rivet 89, such as grommets, adhesive bonding, 
mechanical clips, and the like. It will also be noted that 
while for illustration only a few pages are shown in 
FIGS. 16 and 17, each binder unit 83 may accommo 
date many or as few pages as is appropriate for the 
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subject of the pages. The number of pages may in?u 
ence the choice of binding methods. 

Finally. in the devices described. binder means 83 
may be provided with structures to interact with other 
types of binders. For instance. holes may be provided 
for looseleaf notebook binding of units 83 for storage. 

In use. it is desirable to print a group of pages of 
transparent material with projection materials dealing 
with a particular subject and bind the materials having 
to do with that subject in a common unit. Where a 
number of materials are to be used together. such as a 
map and successive overlays for the map. the overlays 
may be on successive sheets of which the first has a tab 
88. the second a tab 90. and the third 92. If desired. 
more divisions of non-overlapping tabs may be pro 
vided. In this way, each overlay may be placed over the 
initial transparency without interference from the oth 
ers and without consideration of the sequence in which 
they are found initially. Another example of such a use 
is that the separate transparencies may portray differ 
ent portions ofthe color wheel so that by projecting dif 
ferent sheets together, different ones of the secondary 
and tertiary colors might be displayed with the portions 
of the color wheel that were overlapped to create them. 
Many other uses will be apparent. The binder unit may 
retain the pages either permanently. or temporarily. In 
either case. the non-overlapping mounting tabs permit 
the pages or sheets to be rearranged without releasing 
them from the binding or mounting means. 

I claim: 
1. A book of transparencies bound together at one 

margin to be superimposed in a plurality of different 
sequences for viewing. either with an overhead projec 
tor or without projection. the combination comprising 

a book binder; 
a plurality of ?exible transparencies. each of said 
transparencies being bound to said book binder 
along a portion of its margin adjacent the book 
binder. each of said transparencies having sub 
stantially the same dimensions and shape as each 
other transparency. said transparencies being 
substantially the size of a light window of a stage 
on an overhead projector. said transparencies 
being paginally aligned with one another both 
during storage and viewing and each of said 
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6 
transparencies having binding means on said 
margin whereby it is bound to said binder; 

said binding means on said ?exible transparencies 
consisting of one elongated rectangular tab with its 
width projecting perpendicular from said portion 
of said margin of each of said paginally aligned plu 
rality of ?exible transparencies, said tab being sub 
stantially shorter in length than the length of said 
margin. and said tabs being located in different po 
sitions along said margin so that no tab overlaps 
any other tab on said paginally aligned plurality of 
?exible transparencies. and said free end of each of 
said tabs being fastened to said binder. 

2. A book of transparencies as set forth in claim 1 
wherein said book binder is permanently fastened to 
said tabs. 

3. A book of transparencies as set forth in claim 1 
wherein said binder is a loose-leaf binder. 

4. A book of transparencies as set forth in claim 3 
wherein said book binder has a plurality of rings with 
means for opening said rings and at least one of said 
rings engages a hole in each tab. 

5. A book of transparencies as set forth in claim 4 
wherein each of said tabs has a plurality of holes 
through it; 
and said means for opening said rings includes a car 

rier strip mounted to pivot about a longitudinal axis 
parallel to said margin of said plurality of transpar 
encies and a plurality of arcuate fingers projecting 
from one edge of said carrier strip to pivot through 
said plurality of holes in said tab and form said 
rings. 

6. A transparency display and storage apparatus 
comprising 

a book of transparencies as set forth in claim 5 having 
an open centered support frame extending from 
said book binder to support and frame said trans 
parencies. and a plurality of holes through a second 
margin of said plurality of transparencies; 

and a storage book having a releasable ring binder to 
releasably engage said holes through said second 
margin of said plurality of transparencies and a pair 
of protective covers pivotably projecting from op‘ 
posite edges of said releasable ring binder. 

>l< >l< =l< >l< * 
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